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City image, as a public image, is the public’s overall evaluation and cognition of the city, including concept image, behavior image,
and visual image. �e new media art is an interdisciplinary research �eld integrating art, informatics, and communication. It
emerged and developed in the new media era and e�ectively reached the agreement of scienti�c and technological means and
artistic expression. �is paper expounds the concept and connotation of smart city informatization and then constructs a
measurement model of smart city informatization construction level based on GCD_BPNN. �e degree of satisfaction of city
image communication in H city was measured, the index evaluation system of system satisfaction in H city was constructed, and
the comprehensive satisfaction scale of cultural system in H city was formed. �e research shows that the communication of city
image in the future should focus on the virtual space and construct the cultural identity and psychological identity of city image
from the user’s point of view.

1. Introduction

City image is the carrier of city culture, city spirit, and city
development concept. People identify city image through
city visual symbol, city behavior, and city decision and form
the impression of city personality and characteristics [1]. In
recent years, smart city has become an important concept of
urban planning. By means of information technology, the
city’s information system is opened and integrated, forming
a high-level information management framework, im-
proving the e�ciency of urban resource utilization, e�ec-
tively coping with the rapid development of cities,
optimizing the management and services of cities, thus
improving the comprehensive competitiveness of cities,
improving the quality of life of citizens, and providing new
modes, new opportunities, and new ways for the sustainable
development of cities [2, 3]. At present, the competition
among cities has changed from pure economic competition
to comprehensive competition including city image. A good
city image is not only a material image, but also a spiritual
image and a cultural soft power [4]. Because of this, many
developed cities in the world pay great attention to image

propaganda and development and utilization of the intan-
gible asset of city image.

New media art has produced many new artistic forms in
the emotional needs of human beings. In the process of
modern and contemporary artistic expression, the new
media art media takes optical media and electronic media as
basic languages, combining the advantages of art and
technology [5]. Under the new media environment, the
communication pattern is no longer limited to a single one,
but a diversi�ed and interactive communication pattern is
formed by the �xed �ow direction. Communication modes
are more complicated and diverse, but its high-quality
publicity e�ect is also obvious to all [6, 7]. E�ective urban
communication can not only enhance the charm of the city,
attract tourism investment, and introduce high-end talents,
but also be a key factor to enhance the competitiveness of the
city.�erefore, how to shape and spread the image of the city
has become a major issue faced by city managers [8]. On the
other hand, for college students who are about to enter the
society, the quality of a city’s communication largely de-
termines their city choice for future employment. �e art
under the new media technology breaks through the
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multidimensional space-time limit and has multiple sensory
experiences, creating an advanced model with universal
significance for the city image [9]. In order to seek a higher
level of the city’s politics, economy, and culture, more at-
tention should be paid to the creation of a new and unique
image of the city.

New media art is based on information technology and
achieves an artistic expression that integrates interactivity,
experience, and real time by means of media such as sound,
words, and images [10, 11]. &e basic characteristics of the
city are comprehensive and thorough perception of the city,
ubiquitous interconnection, various intelligent fusion ap-
plications, and unified, coordinated, and sustainable de-
velopment. Wisdom belongs to the new model and strategy
of all-round development of urban development planning,
public service, and administrative efficiency and belongs to
the high-end form of urbanization [12]. If the city is regarded
as a commodity, then the publicity of the city is also a process
of integrated marketing. It has become a trend to spread the
image of a city bymeans of information and data technology,
and it is also an effective way to open up the channels of city
promotion and continuously improve the image of a city.
&is paper aims to explore the effective forms of new media
art’s participation in urban public spaces, roads, regions,
signs, and so on from the perspective of urban visual
identification system and spatial environment and to in-
terpret the significance of newmedia art for urban image in a
diversified way so as to make it move from text to social
environment and then from text to culture and society.

2. Related Work

Under the background of globalization and informatization,
the informatization construction of smart cities is particu-
larly important. Literature [13] analyzes the characteristics of
smart cities, including perception, automatic response, ac-
tive service, auxiliary service, and decision-making. Finally,
the measures to develop smart cities are put forward from
three levels, including industrial development, application
innovation, and infrastructure, so as to promote the infra-
structure construction of smart cities. Literature [14] ana-
lyzes and summarizes the research and literature of smart
cities at present, introduces the concept of smart cities in
detail, and then analyzes the development planning, guar-
antee, and motivation of building smart cities in China, and
puts forward the development strategy of smart cities and its
possible application in the future. Literature [15] studies the
connotation and characteristics of smart cities, discusses the
double-layer significance and important role of smart city
construction at present, and discusses the deep planning and
integration of cities with reference to the concept of smart
planning, and how to promote the city to a better frame.
Literature [16] points out that the smart city architecture
system includes six levels and standards, evaluation, and
security system, which provides key layout and guidance for
its overall development and implementation process. Lit-
erature [17] puts forward that smart city construction is an
effective way and feasible method to carry out green de-
velopment in urban planning by building its comprehensive

information data processing platform and smart application
foundation. It is proposed that in the process of building a
smart city, top-level design should be the primary premise,
overall planning should be taken into account, local char-
acteristics of the city should be highlighted, technological
innovation should be an important means, changes in
market demand should be monitored, and a comfortable
and green city with coordinated and unified development of
natural society should be built to improve the living envi-
ronment of the next generation and set an example [18].

In recent years, new media art and technology have
penetrated into all aspects of social culture and life and
become a new force that cannot be ignored, which plays an
irreplaceable role in the image-building and publicity of
countries and regions. Literature [19] expounds the origin
and development of Western cities from the humanistic
point of view, while Bacon associates historical examples
with modern urban planning theory. &ese famous scholars
have well described the evolution of urban form, discussed
the causes of changes, and indirectly or directly proved the
importance of cities. Literature [20] holds that in order to
shape a successful city brand image, measures should be
taken according to local conditions, proceed from reality,
adhere to the principles of authenticity, identity, difference,
orientation, and sustainability, and grasp the positioning
strategy of city brand image. Urban construction has also
been widely mentioned: urban planning cannot be separated
from urban construction in the end. Literature [21] holds
that new media art has gone through five stages: connection,
integration, interaction, transformation, and emergence.
Literature [22] holds that the history of human art devel-
opment is a history of progress and evolution of media and
science and technology, and the development of new media
art basically changes and develops with the evolution of
both. Literature [23] puts forward a new idea of urban
communication. &rough the concept of “communicability”
and related aspects of urban life, it tries to understand and
standardize the city in a more comprehensive and inclusive
way so as to make it more in line with the essence of the city.
Literature [24] compares cities to factories. &e shaping and
management of brands by cities is like the contribution of
companies to their brands, which can bring considerable
benefits. Literature [25] holds that the core problem of the
creation of literary space in villages in cities is the trans-
formation of one urban community culture to another,
which will be simpler than the transformation of villages into
cities. Literature [26] discusses the relationship between new
media art and urban image from the design of urban public
space: new media art undoubtedly decorates urban space,
gives cities more visual beauty, and increases public par-
ticipation in the form of art, bringing universal social effects.

3. Research Method

3.1. City Image and New Media Art. City is not only the
product of the development of human society to a certain
historical stage, but also a dynamic concept that is constantly
evolving with the development of society. City image is not
the terminal of urban development, but a new starting point
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of future urban development. As the carrier of publicizing
the city, it is very important for the city image to integrate
various channels for external communication. But city
image is also a double-edged sword for city development.
&us, it can be seen that a good city image is the pursuit of
every city, and this expectation cannot be based on false
packaging. A good city image ultimately lies in the con-
struction of urban hardware and software facilities. Only
when all aspects develop harmoniously and create a better
living environment, can the reputation of the city naturally
spread to the outside world.

City image is a concept that gradually emerges in
people’s minds in the process of urban development and
evolution, and it is a manifestation of urban competitiveness.
On the one hand, it is born, reflected in the objective
characteristics and economic strength of the city, and on the
other hand, it has gradually evolved from the word of mouth
of the residents of the city. Generally speaking, excellent city
image also represents strong city competitiveness and sus-
tained high development ability.

&e image of a city is not simply composed of the ob-
jective external conditions of the city but is constructed by
the society. It is generated by the comparison and interaction
with its internal residents and other external cities and
regions. Generally speaking, the image of a city is based on
the urban conditions of the objective environment, and the
public has perceptual and rational knowledge of the city
through various channels and can exert subjective initiative
to shape the city features.

In the process of high-speed development of digital
technology, it has an all-round influence on the production,
dissemination, acceptance, and other nodes of new media
art, especially the improvement of the iterative rate of sci-
entific and technological level, which also keeps the new
media art in a state of sustained development [5]. In the
traditional media environment, the government is active and
dominant. &e publishers of this kind of information are the
government and other administrative agencies. Compared
with other information publishers, the information released
by administrative agencies is more professional, accurate,
and reliable. In the process of communication of this artistic
expression, it can achieve efficient communication by means
of TV media, online video media, peer-to-peer communi-
cation by means of interpersonal communication, and art
exhibitions.

A good city image can play a positive role in local
economy, politics, and culture. Under the background of
new media, under the guidance of new technologies and
tools, the city image communication system has become
more complex and huger: first, from one-way communi-
cation to interactive communication; second, from single
communication tomultiple communication; and third, from
mass communication to focus communication. In the tra-
ditional communication of city image in China, mass
communication was emphasized.

With the continuous development of mobile Internet,
the artistic expression forms of mobile media are becoming
more and more abundant. Nowadays, mobile media is called
the fifth media and has a very broad market prospect. From

the application of mobile media, it is mainly concentrated in
mobile newspapers, mobile TV, and websites. &is form of
transmission is very common.

3.2. Evaluation on the Level of Smart City Informatization
Construction. In the construction of a smart city, only by
realizing the comprehensive coverage of the information
perception network can the city obtain a large amount of
information and complete the timely feedback, processing,
and analysis of the information. Connecting the Internet in
series into an efficient connection is the deep intercon-
nection of networks, thus generating interactive informa-
tion, finally forming an interoperable access system, and
promoting the integration of information resources for users
to use better.

In all the links involved in a smart city, resources need
to be acquired, so the associated resources can be called or
operated at any time to maximize the role of all resources.
&is phenomenon is defined as the coordinated sharing of
resources. Smart cities are mainly embodied in the ability to
process all kinds of network information in a timely and
efficient manner, sort out and summarize all kinds of
collected network information according to corresponding
standards, maximize the use efficiency of information,
reduce unnecessary waste of resources, build an intelligent,
information-based and scientific network information
system, and protect the network information security of
cities.

&e evaluation problem of informatization itself is very
difficult. At the same time, due to the shortcomings of
subjectivity of using expert scoring method when selecting
evaluation methods with important weights, and the diffi-
culty in controlling the number of evaluation indexes and
the accuracy of index selection, it is impossible to accurately
evaluate the degree of informatization construction.

By combining GCD (grey correlation degree) with BPNN
(BP neural network), this paper creates a brand-new evalu-
ation method of information construction level in smart
cities—GCD _ BPNN. &rough the high-performance input
and output of computer language, people are greatly liberated
from the complicated calculation work and then show the
characteristics of good calculation accuracy, high efficiency,
high classification and sorting accuracy, and so on.

According to the basic idea of GCD analysis method,
what is being compared is the similarity in geometry of the
curves depicted by the various sequences. Although GCD is
a measure of the geometric proximity of data sequences, it
generally emphasizes the relative proximity of several data
sequences to a given data sequence; that is to say, the order of
correlation degree should be ranked, which is the totality,
which puts all factors into the system for comparison and
analysis.

BPNN is the most widely used form in artificial neural
network system [13]. Comprise an input layer, a hidden lay,
and an output layer, and that number of each layer has no
uniform standard and is usually determined according to
practical problems. &e formation of neurons in adjacent
layers communicate with each other through the excitation
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function, but the nodes in each layer are not connected with
each other, and their topological structure is shown in
Figure 1.

GCD_BPNN learning algorithm is a combination of the
advantages of GCD and BPNN, which avoids the inherent
deficiencies of the two algorithms as much as possible.
Using GCD theory, the GCD degree of each index is cal-
culated to realize the reduction of the original index system,
so as to eliminate redundant indexes, and the remaining
index set after eliminating redundant indexes is input to
BPNN for learning and training as the values of the input
layer.

Assuming that GCD is σi, then

σi �
1
n



n

i�1
rij, (1)

where n is the number of series objects.
Mapminmax mathematical equation is used to perform

dimensionless operation on input data, and the formula is as
follows:

yi �
xi − xmin

xmax − xmin
, (2)

where xi is the input data. xmax is the maximum value in the
set of xi, and xmin is the minimum value. &e dimensionless
data set yi is obtained. It can be seen that the dimensionless
range designed in this paper is (xmin, xmax); that is, the
dimensionless processing of input values is within the range
of [0, 1].

Compare the training output with the predicted output
of the model, and if there is any error, forward backward
propagation, and correct the weight ωi and threshold Ti. &e
output layer is expressed as

Oj(t + 1) � f 
n

i�1
ωijOi(t) − Tj⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭. (3)

In which, Tj is the threshold of neuron; f(·) is the
neuron transformation function; and ωij is the empirical
weight value, in which ωij is calculated as follows:

Δωij � ηvivj. (4)

Among them, vi is the neuron in the upper layer of vj,
and η is the learning efficiency.

3.3. Satisfaction of City Image Communication. &e con-
notation of urban history and culture is a stepping-stone
for a city to show its own advantages. &e thicker the
history and culture, the stronger the humanistic value of
the city. With the development of the city, the city’s history
and culture are constantly precipitating the essence to get
rid of its dross. It is an active organism in the historical
movement; just like old wine, the more it is brewed, the
more mellow it is. &e spirit of the city is the core of the
soul, which is most directly reflected in the public cultural
system of the whole city.

In the information age, the digital people’s acceptance of
technology is different from that of the past. Computers use
the form of art to infiltrate into all levels and spaces of life,
and virtual and simulation-based technologies expand the
audience’s visual, listening, touching, and other senses. &is
novel way also makes the new media art more acceptable to
people in the process of shaping the city image. Generally
speaking, new media art mainly acts on the public cultural
service system from two aspects.

&e transmission mode of spoken language has long
been out of date, and the transmission of audio and tele-
vision is constantly changing. &e arrival of information
technology not only brings changes to the whole society, but
also makes the artistic development collide and merge with
science and technology gradually. Nowadays, from text
reading to picture reading, multimedia technology combines
words, music, images, light, and shadow to create a dreamy
country. In the old media era with low level of technology to
today’s highly developed digital space with massive infor-
mation and smooth interaction, the media of art is con-
stantly changing.

&ere are five stages of new media art creation: con-
nection, integration, interaction, transformation, and
emergence. It is linked and interactive. &e exhibition area
of the Science and Technology Museum is no exception. In
addition to the exhibition hall with clear theme, there are
two open laboratories and interactive areas such as dy-
namic cinema, which broaden the horizons. It brings
people visual enjoyment and spiritual pleasure so that when
the appreciator interacts with the network interactive art
works, the feedback of information only occurs between the
appreciator and the works, while when interacting with the
multiappreciator network art works, the transmission of
feedback information will constitute a complex network
structure.

&is paper intends to measure and evaluate the satis-
faction of image communication of H city from three
perspectives of tourism image culture, urban construction
culture, and political propaganda culture, and nine sec-
ondary indicators of ecological culture, history culture,
comprehensive display culture, life culture, traffic culture,
science and technology education culture, and economic
culture in three dimensions, covering three levels of cultural
recognition, cultural awareness, and cultural satisfaction of
each secondary indicator. &e specific content is shown in
Figure 2.

In this paper, the grey comprehensive evaluationmethod
is used to measure the satisfaction of city image

X1

X2

X3

Xn

Y1

Yl

Input layer Competitive layer Pattern classification

. . .

. . .

Figure 1: BPNN model.
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communication in H city. Grey comprehensive evaluation
method is to measure the degree of closeness between factors
according to the similarity or dissimilarity of development
trends among factors, which is essentially the degree of
closeness between each evaluation object and the ideal
object. &e closer the evaluation object and the ideal object
are, the greater the degree of correlation is [20].

Form the original data matrix and determine the optimal
index set:

D �
i
2
1 i

2
2 · · · i

2
n

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (5)

Use the correlation analysis method to find the corre-
lation coefficient ξi(k) between the kth index and the kth
optimal index in the ith scheme; namely,
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C
∗
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k




. (6)

According to R � R × W calculation, namely,

ri � 
n

k�1
ξi(k) × wk. (7)

Among them, i � 1, 2,⊲, m, if ri is the largest, it means
that Ji is the closest to the optimal index; that is, the ith
scheme is better than other schemes, and then all schemes
can be sorted. Specific to this study, the indicators of H city’s
cultural system can be sorted.

4. Results Analysis and Discussion

From the above calculation results of correlation degree, we
can draw the conclusion that X0, X1 has the highest cor-
relation degree, so their sequence curves are the most
similar, but the sequence curves of X2 are the least similar.
&erefore, this question should be considered from a con-
tinuum perspective. Moreover, this kind of calculation is
based on not changing the shape of the sequence and avoids
the correlation degree obtained by averaging several other
kinds of correlation degrees, which are given the same
weight by the correlation coefficient of each corresponding
point, so the calculated result is not easy to be distorted.

Intuitively, we can see from Figure 3 below that X2, X0 is
showing a relatively close and steady growth momentum,
obviously closer than X1, X0. &e main reasons for the
inconsistency between the calculation results and the
qualitative analysis results are as follows: If the slope ratio of
each corresponding period of the two X0, X1 sequences is a
fixed constant of 21, the coefficient of variation of the slope
ratio is zero, so the calculated correlation degree is 1.

&e result is consistent with our conclusion of qualitative
analysis of actual development situation and can reasonably
reflect the positive and negative correlation, which shows
that the improved calculation result is objective and rea-
sonable. In this way, the definition of correlation degree
considers the positive and negative issues of correlation
degree from the overall point of view, avoiding the situation
that the positive and negative offsets caused by point-by-
point consideration and weighted average at last, thus
reasonably solving the positive and negative issues of GCD
to a certain extent.

In this paper, the training results of BPNN system
constructed with different hidden layers are shown in Fig-
ure 4: iterative calculation steps, training gradient, and
optimal performance.

New media art means more than just a tool and means.
Its strength lies in that it first changes our lifestyle, occupies
our daily visual experience, impacts our accustomed life
concept, and at the same time means the establishment of a

Index system
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Figure 2: H city cultural system index system.
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gradually open social and cultural common field. However,
the application of new media art cannot blindly follow suit,
nor can it be achieved overnight. People’s demand for artists
is no longer to create moving content, but to design the
environment and space so that the audience can participate
in it. What artists are doing now is no longer sampling from
reality to reflect their personal views, but structural
framework, allowing ideas to create their own world.

According to the different values of hidden layer, the
neural network includes 10 kinds of neural network
structures. &e simulation learning state mainly includes
descending gradient and mean square error, as shown in
Figure 5.

&e predicted values of cities with sample numbers of
1–10 are compared with the informatization evaluation
values of smart cities in the evaluation report of urban
informatization index development level, as shown in
Figure 6.

&e government actively plays a regulatory role, actively
adjusts the industrial structure, deepens the deep integration
application of information technology with new information
technology as the core and the tertiary industry, and con-
stantly innovates emerging industries and develops the in-
formation industry and thus the informatization
construction level and quality of smart cities.

Government agencies or private enterprise groups
should jointly establish a comprehensive public information
service management platform and use scientific and ap-
propriate methods and means to make good use of the
annual financial funds and national public resources to do
their best to meet the needs of various public services such as
public transportation, cultural information industry, med-
ical community health, ecological environment, and so on.
At this time, it is necessary to give full play to the active role
of the public, do a good job in publicity, change the original

thinking mode of the public, and mobilize the public to
actively borrow the existing social network, portals, and
other Internet information technologies to participate in the
common awareness of supervising the government.

After obtaining the evaluation matrix and weight dis-
tribution vector, the comprehensive evaluation result vector
of nine secondary indicators of the cultural system in H city
is calculated by the formula, and the results are shown in
Figure 7.

After weighting the correlation coefficients of all sec-
ondary indicators and primary indicators, they are classified
into the range of 0–1. Since magnitude 1 is the correlation
coefficient of perfect sequence, the larger the correlation
coefficient is, the closer the score of this indicator is to the
perfect sequence, that is, the higher the comprehensive
satisfaction of the audience with this indicator.
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Figure 4: Training results of neural network system.
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From this, the comprehensive satisfaction evaluation
scale of the first-level indicators of the cultural system in H
city and the satisfaction evaluation scale of the second-level
indicators of the cultural system in H city are obtained. &e
specific data are shown in Figures 8 and 9. A1∼A3, re-
spectively, represent tourism image culture, urban con-
struction culture, and political propaganda culture; B1∼B9,
respectively, represent ecological culture, historical culture,
comprehensive display culture, life culture, transportation
culture, science and technology education culture, economic
culture, red culture, and urban spiritual culture.

Overall, the comprehensive satisfaction of the cultural
system in H city is better. Among them, the comprehensive
satisfaction of life culture, thoroughfare culture, and com-
prehensive display culture in the cultural system of H city all
performed well. However, the comprehensive satisfaction of
science, technology, education, and culture is the lowest, and
the comprehensive satisfaction of history and culture and
economy and culture is relatively poor, which has become a
significant shortcoming in the cultural system of H city. It
reflects the difference of audience’s attitude towards these
indicators, among which the top four indicators are all
awareness indicators about different cultural elements,
which shows that different audiences have great differences
in cognition of different elements of urban culture, which is
also the key direction of improving the satisfaction of urban
cultural system in H city in the future.

&is fact must also be followed if the awareness of urban
cultural carriers is to be raised. First, the relatively abstract
and hard-to-solidify urban cultural elements in the urban
cultural system should be materialized in various forms
increase the frequency and quality of social activities to
publicize such cultures, such as the international tourism fair
in H city, and so on, and strengthen the public’s awareness of
cultural elements with weak objectification through

diversified publicity means. &erefore, in the future, there is
still a long way to go for the cultural construction of H city,
which takes the government as the leader, the citizens as the
participants, and the city image communication and the city
competitiveness as the ultimate goal.
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Figure 7: Satisfaction correlation coefficient.
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5. Conclusion

In the new media era, the communication of city image
needs to give full play to the communication enthusiasm of
the main body of city propaganda and make it clear that the
government is not the only one responsible for city pro-
paganda, but also let public institutions, enterprises, and
citizens jointly carry out communication. &is paper ex-
pounds the construction basis of smart city informatization
construction level measurement model and develops a smart
city construction level measurement model based on
GCD_BPNN. GCD algorithm is used to eliminate the in-
dicators with poor correlation degree, and the reduced in-
dicators are input into the measurement model of smart city
informatization construction level for training. According to
the network simulation results, we can innovate the smart
city information infrastructure, improve the public infor-
mation service quality of smart city, and optimize the smart
city industrial system. &e entropy weight method and grey
comprehensive evaluation method are used to try to con-
struct and evaluate the comprehensive satisfaction index
system of the cultural system in H city, which provides new
ideas for the future research of city image communication
and city culture.
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